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refusal did not violate procedural due process. He placed great reliance on the warden’s good faith determination and the possible delays that might result from an adversary proceeding. On the other hand, Justice Frankfurter, dissenting, maintained that due process requires some procedure to assure that the warden “hear the other side” although there need not be a formal adversary hearing before him.

In applying the decision in *Solesbee v. Balkcom* to the instant case, the Court firmly re-established its initial view on post conviction procedures, by extending it to a procedure authorizing the warden to make an ex parte determination of supervening sanity. The query of Mr. Justice Frankfurter, “What kind of constitutional right is it, especially if life is at stake, the vindication of which rests wholly in the hands of an administrative official whose actions cannot be inquired into, and who need not consider the claims of the person most vitally affected, the person in whom the constitutional right is said to inhere?” goes directly to the substantive origin of the procedural requirements of due process.

It appears by implication from the present decision that whatever the right under the due process clause, its protective forcefulness as a limitation upon state activity, is almost non-existent. The standards set by the minimum procedures upheld in the case, conceivably can be met by almost any state procedure, no matter how arbitrary, so long as it is carried out in good faith by a responsible official. An affirmative adjudication of the substantive issue, which would require minimum procedural safeguards, seems quite unlikely at the present time.

**MARK W. KAY**

**INSURANCE—SEPARATION AGREEMENT—RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS**

The beneficiary of a life insurance policy, prior to divorce, released all her claims against the insured in a separation agreement. The insured husband subsequently died without having changed the beneficiary in his life insurance policies. In a suit contesting the beneficiary’s right to the pro-

---

28. *Contra*, Mr. Justice Frankfurter, dissenting in *Solesbee v. Balkcom*, 339 U.S. 9, 25 (1950), argued that it was not a question of good faith. “The fact that a conclusion is reached in good conscience is no proof of its reliability. The validity of the conclusion depends largely upon the mode by which it was reached.”

29. *Caritativo v. California*, 357 U.S. 549, — (1958) (dissenting opinion). “The right to be heard somehow by someone before a claim is denied, particularly if life hangs in the balance, is far greater in importance to society, in the light of the sad history of its denial, than inconvenience in the execution of the law.”


31. The initial view was set forth in *Nobles v. Georgia*, 168 U.S. 398 (1897), where it was held that it is within the discretion of the state to determine the nature of post conviction hearing procedures. See also notes 8, 18 supra.

ceeds of the policies, the trial court granted the beneficiary’s motion for a summary judgment. Held, reversed: the beneficiary’s right to the proceeds of the policies constituted a claim between the parties which had been released by the separation agreement. O’Brien v. Elder, 250 F.2d 275 (5th Cir. 1957).

The overwhelming weight of authority is that a release of all claims by a wife in a separation agreement does not release her interest in her husband’s insurance policies. The issue has arisen in two different situations: a) where the right to change the beneficiary was not reserved by the insured, b) where the right to change the beneficiary was reserved by the insured. The beneficiary named in a life insurance policy has a vested interest in that policy if the right to change the beneficiary has not been reserved by the insured. When a wife has a vested interest as beneficiary of a policy, it has been concluded that her interest in such a policy is her individual property, free from her husband’s control. A property settlement


agreement releasing all the wife's claims to her husband's property would not therefore include such a policy since it is her property and not his.  

When the right to change the beneficiary is reserved by the insured, the beneficiary has only an expectancy interest. Basically, two theories have emerged from the decision on this point. The first theory is that an expectancy is not included in the release of all claims. A claim is a legal claim, a demand of right; an expectancy is a mere possibility and it is therefore held not to be within the purview of a claim. The great majority of decisions which allow recovery to the wife, are based on the intention of the parties. The failure of the parties to specifically mention the insurance policies and the husband's failure to change the beneficiary are examples of the criteria for determining that intent.

In the minority of cases in which the wife was denied recovery because she released her rights under a separation agreement, the decisions were

5. Wallace v. Mut. Benefit Life Ins. Co., 97 Minn. 27, 106 N.W. 84 (1906); Hott v. Warner, 268 Wis. 264, 67 N.W.2d 370 (1954) (Husband had a right to change the beneficiary but never exercised it. Held, wife had a vested interest. The court then applied the case as decided in the Wallace decision).  
8. Prigg v. Commonwealth 241 U.S. (16 Pet.) 539 (1842); Crow v. Abraham, 86 Or. 167 Pac. 590 (1917); Vulcan Iron Works v. Edwards, 27 Or. 563, 36 Pac. (1894); In re Heinemann's Will, 201 Wis. 484, 230 N.W. 698 (1930); Town of Stephenson v. Industrial Comm., 180 N.W. 842, 173 Wis. 251 (1921) (A claim means a demand of some matter of right made by one person upon another to do or forbear to do some act or thing as a matter of duty).

9. Merchant's Nat. Bank v. Hubbard, 220 Ala. 372, 125 So. 335 (1929). See Grimm v. Grinn, 26 Cal.2d 157 P.2d 841 (1945) (This theory was discussed briefly, but the case was decided on the theory of the parties' intentions).  
10. Backguard v. Carreiro, 237 F.2d 459 (9th Cir. 1956); Mayberry v. Kathan, 232 F.2d 451 (D.C. Cir. 1953); Parish v. Kasha, 204 F.2d 451 (10th Cir. 1953); Andrews v. Andrews, 97 F.2d 485 (8th Cir. 1938); Thorp v. Randazzo, 41 Cal.2d 770, 264 P.2d 38 (1953); Miller v. Miller, 94 Cal. App.2d 785, 211 P.2d 357 (1949); Grimm v. Grimm, 26 Cal.2d 173, 157 P.2d 841 (1945); Pate v. Citizens & Southern Nat. Bank, 242 Cal. 47 S.B.2d 277 (1948) (agreement was intended for the purpose of settling alimony); Anderson v. Idaho Mut. Benefit Ass'n, 77 Idaho 373, 293 P.2d 760 (1956) (insurance was not within the contemplation of the parties); John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Dawson, 278 S.W.2d 57 (Mo. 1955).

also governed by the intention of the parties. It should be noted that in each of the minority cases the insurance policies were specifically mentioned in the property settlement agreement.

The disposition of the cases under consideration have been affected by various specific laws existing in different jurisdictions. In Kentucky, by statute, the fact of divorce divests a wife of any interest she may have had in her former husband's insurance policies unless she procured and paid for the insurance out of her own funds during marriage. A different situation exists in those states which are governed by community property law. It has been held that under community property law, the wife has a vested interest in one-half of the proceeds of a policy insuring the husband's life if the premiums were paid with community funds. The insured husband cannot change the beneficiary without the wife's consent notwithstanding the fact that such right was reserved in the policy. The rule is otherwise when National Service Life Insurance policies are involved.

The court in the instant case determined the nature of the beneficiary's interest to be an expectancy. The insured remained the real owner of the policy. It was therefore determined that the beneficiary's interest was derived from the insured: as a result, any claim which the beneficiary had was against the insured and was released by the agreement. No analysis

14. Ky. Rev. Stat. § 403.060 (2) (1948) "Upon final judgment of divorce from the bonds of matrimony, each party shall be restored all the property . . . that he or she obtained from or through the other before or during the marriage and in consideration of the marriage."
15. Miller v. Miller, 266 Ky. 539, 99 S.W.2d 720 (1936); Sea v. Conrad, 155 Ky. 51, 159 S.W. 622 (1913). The fact that the husband failed to change the beneficiary as it was his right to do by express reservation does not give the wife any right to the proceeds, Algee v. Algee, 168 Ky. 362, 182 S.W. 197 (1916).
17. Community property law is recognized in Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas and Washington.

"In any life insurance policy heretofore or hereafter issued upon the life of a spouse the designation heretofore or hereafter made by such spouse of a beneficiary in accordance with the terms of the policy, shall create a presumption that such beneficiary was so designated with the consent of the other spouse, but only as to any beneficiary who is the child, parent, brother, or sister of either of the spouses."
of the meaning of "claim" was attempted in the majority opinion, although the comprehensiveness of the term was noted. The court concluded that the parties' intention was to include the life insurance policies in the separation agreement. To determine this intent the court considered the object the parties had in view and the nature of the agreement; that is, a final and complete property settlement to be incorporated into the divorce decree.

The dissent pointed out the correct meaning of "claim"; that is, a legal claim, a demand of right. It further noted that the wife's mere expectancy was not a property right, and not within the purview of "all claims." With reference to the parties' intention, the dissent noted that the settlement agreement made no specific reference to the insurance policies although the scope of the agreement was comprehensive.

The court in the instant case reached a decision contrary to that reached in the majority of cases. It is submitted that while the final result based on the intent of the parties was correct, the basic theory of the court that an expectancy is released by a release of all claims is incorrect. The error of the court was its attempt to correlate a vested right with an expectancy. It was correctly reasoned that when the beneficiary has a vested right he is the real owner of the policy and any claim he might have is against the insurer and not the insured. Such a policy would not be included in a release of all claims against the insured. The court erred in continuing to reason that when the beneficiary has an expectancy the insured is the true owner of the policy. Consequently any claim the beneficiary has is against the insured and is waived by the agreement. The weakness of such reasoning lies in the correlation. While a beneficiary with a vested right has a claim against the insurer, the beneficiary with an expectancy, rather than having a claim against the insured has no claim at all. He has nothing but a hope.

A property settlement agreement is a contract and should be governed by the intention of the parties. It is suggested, however, that all existing circumstances should be considered in determining this intention, and a court should not limit itself to the four corners of the instrument or to a few isolated circumstances. In the case under examination the court recited that its consideration was limited to the four corners of the instrument. One could wonder if facts not contained within the agreement affected the court's conclusion regarding the parties' intent. These facts are: the insured died three months after the divorce; the insured had made an appointment to change the beneficiary; and among the insured's possessions was found a notation to make a new will and change insurance policy beneficiaries. With these facts as a basis, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the court reached the correct destination, however uncertain its route.
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